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About This Game

Planetbound is a 2D Arcade Rotatory Shootemup in which you die in one hit
in which you have to defend your planet which is being attacked by beings of other planets.
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 Shoot!!

To kill enemies

Stops XP atracction to you

Feels really crunchy

 Slash!!

To deflect projectiles

To deal masive damage

 Kill!!

XP Orbs apear

More XP will apear if you kill an enemy with certain criteria

 Collect!!

To upgrade planet parts

 Upgrade!!

Rock planet parts to improve your weapon  (increasing range, shooting lasers, more projectiles.etc) 

Tree planet parts to  create an atmosphere (Basicaly a shield for the entire planet) and increase your speed 
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planetbound

There are many other "Pyramid Solitaire with power-ups" games, and this isn't the worst. In fact it's one of the most enjoyable.
It's not too hard, it's not too long, it's full of (easy) humor, the music is spot-on, there are only a few bugs (mostly an
underpolished UI) and the graphics take some time getting used to, especially on the cards themselves. Good for a bundle/cheap
purchase.. Great old school RPG. Graphics send you back to the dawn of the great old RPG's, but better. Story, characters,
exploration and combat are all great. Built in editor is a plus for those tough battles. Highly recommended.. god is dead and this
is why. Really really good gameplay, different game modes means hours of playing without getting bored, lots of fun!

BUT

There's no option to play in a group with my friend, so i don't often get to work with them in a team, which is the main reason I
bought this game. It says that "Friends" is coming soon, but i've had this game for a while now and still no option to easily play
on the same team. I hope that the devs will sort this out very soon.. A very solid JRPG that I enjoyed quite bit. Good story?
Check. Good cast? Check. Good RPG mechanics and battle system? Check. Only flaws are dungeons can drag on quite bit and
map design is all over the place with excessive clutter. The game was still very easy even on hard difficulty except for last boss
and optional arena fight.. It's a squad command game, and if it was the only around in its day then it would have been pretty
cool. However, it absolutely does not stand the test of time. Antiquated mechanics and a resolution that maxes at 1024 really
make this game not worth anyone's time. Go play the legenary Arma 3. Delta Force Land Warrior is a fun tactical first-person
shooter that despite some small issues remains as a good game that is worth your time .
Final Score : 7/10 ( Good )

Full video review :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHjxS1ywCRc
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As a long-time fan of the Point&Click adventure game (starting with Sierra's King's Quest series), I have to say this game is
disappointing. Whereas some P&Cs offer multiple solutions to puzzles, Alternativa seems to only have one solution. What's
worse is that the solutions don't always make much sense. There's also a lot of back and forth, from point A to B and back to A,
before you can go from B to C. If you try to use two items together before experiencing a pointless conversation with an
apparently unrelated character, nothing happens. After you talk to someone you have absolutely no reason to talk to, those items
work together perfectly. Good effort, poor execution.. Long ago, nearly a decade in fact, I played this game and its siblings on 
Kongregate.com. When I discovered they existed on Steam I knew I had to actually buy them. I played for hours back in the day
and these days its no different. I love these games. They're perfect for the OCD commander who just has to put every map on
lockdown before finishing the job. Want to turn the whole map green? Go for it! Just want to rush to the totems and bail out for
a high score? That's cool too. Me? I'm never in a hurry to get done. I savor each and every map, locking down the Creeper in the
emitters and turning the map completely green. I realize it's not a game for everyone, and that perhaps it can get a bit repetitious
when you're getting near the end, but give it a shot. You might love it too. The addition of an actual story really helped, as the
original was... well, a prototype. A project thrown together by someone who had no idea whether anyone would even play his
game or if it'd just fade into obscurity. Clearly it was a hit. Clearly he made it even better than the first time around.

Try it. It's good.. Both this and Bad Dream: Fever are wonderful games. Interesting and unusual adventure puzzles that often
made me smile when I figured them out. I can't wait to see more from this developer!. Pretty much the only game you can get
shoted in the face with bazzoka and survive. It's pretty good as long as you don't play it.
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